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Compared with
other martial arts
schools*
top 10%

Number of currently registered students

304

That is, students who are currently attending regular classes or courses.
This has held stable over the past year. See also overall student number.

Overall student number

420

Including students who have been with us in the last year but are no longer
registered, and students at courses and classes where registration has not
been required. This has grown by about 10% over the past year.

Number of classes each week

40

Across all locations.

Number of regular locations taught at

22

Not including workshops and events.

Number of martial arts taught

5

Not including DFS, which although part of LCTKD has no UK students

Number of qualified teachers

19

Includes Instructor levels from Tutor and above. Not including Assistant
Instructor or lower.

%age of female teachers

58

Includes Instructor levels from Tutor and above. Comparison is with
larger schools.

%age of female students

59

Across all our arts. Comparison is with larger schools.

% female students of Fighting Arts

37

Includes TaeKwonDo, Kickboxing and Ensodo. This figure is lower than
the 50% we achieved a couple of years ago, but is still far higher than most
schools.

Age range overall

5-88

Includes all our arts, but counts only registered students. So students at
care homes doing seated Tai Chi, though older, are not included. Youngest
student does TaeKwonDo, and the oldest Tai Chi.
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top 5%

More interesting statistics about LCTKD.
These ones don’t lend themselves to comparison with other schools - for
example because other schools are set up differently, or have been around
for a different length of time, or we just don’t know enough to compare.

%age of students doing TaeKwonDo

40

As the majority of schools only teach one art, we can’t compare this.

%age of students doing Tai Chi

57

As the majority of schools only teach one art, we can’t compare this.

%age of students doing Kickboxing, Ensodo, MR

12

As the majority of schools only teach one art, we can’t compare this.

number of black belts

16

Includes each art in which a student has a dan grade. Also includes our
TKD Junior Black Belts.

Youngest student of Tai Chi

28

Many schools have children’s classes which we do not.

% male students of Tai Chi

21

Men are under-represented in Tai Chi in the UK. We do not know enough
about other schools to compare.

Oldest student of TaeKwonDo

58

We are sure that most schools do not have TKD students of this age, but
we do know that a good number have older students than that. Note that
we have older students doing Ensodo and Mugai Ryu.

%age of students over 18

67

Across all our arts.

%age of students with us over 5 years

10

We are relatively young for a large school, and our very first public Tai Chi
class had only just started 5 years ago, so expect this figure to grow.

%age of students who joined us in the last year

40

On average, martial arts schools have a turn over of about a third of their
students each year, so it would be normal for it to be around 30%. This
higher figure represents a growth in our Tai Chi classes over the past year.

%age of students at our home in Chinatown
Chinatown numbers grew in the past year to make it our biggest location
once again, as well as the place were we hold many courses and events.
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